
LuceneMeetupMarch2009
Lucene community gathering in Amsterdam in March 2009
As a sidetrack of , we are organizing a community gathering for everyone interested in Apache Lucene projects. The gathering is ApacheCon Europe 2009
free for everyone (but you need to  in advance!) and will take at the ApacheCon venue in Amsterdam. All Lucene users, developers and other sign up
interested people are welcome to participate.

Feel free to update this page. If you're new here, see  for how to get started.HelpForBeginners

Where and when

The meetup will start at 19:00 on Tuesday, March 24th, and will last up to 22:00.

The location is the Mövenpick hotel in central Amsterdam.

Sponsored by:

Lucid Imagination
Hippo

If you are interested in sponsoring a , contact Delia Frees: delia@apachecon.comMeetUp

Sign up

Please sign up using the .sign up form

Program

The program of the gathering consists of short (5 to 30 minutes) presentations, demos, discussions, etc. that anyone is welcome to propose. Just add your 
ideas to the table below. One key purpose of the gathering is to get to know what each of us is up to, so it would be really cool if you'd like to present or 
demo what you're doing with Lucene!

Any Lucene-related topic is OK, and no slides or demos are needed (but there's a beamer if you need it). Also, a presentation of just 5 minutes is perfectly 
OK, in fact a short and to the point style is preferred.

It may be that we won't have time to cover every subject, so please put your initials in the Interested columns for each proposal you're interested in so we 
can better prioritize what to include in the program of the gathering.

The schedule below is a rough estimate whose idea is to give a general idea of what to expect and when. We can and will modify the schedule as needed. 
We'll also have a few short breaks during the meetup for people to stand up and relax.

 Time Subject Presenter Interested

TBD Introductions and setup all  

  Lucene Java integration in Apache Jackrabbit Jukka Zitting GSI, EH

  What's cooking in Apache Tika? Jukka Zitting GSI, US, EH,UB,PT,RW, 
WH

   Numeric range queries with Lucene TrieRange Uwe Schindler GSI, EH, UB, DC

  15 minutes to the Sun: Getting started on Solr Grant Ingersoll RW,WH

  Brief Intro to Mahout (10 min.) Isabel Drost (Grant asked me to take over this 
talk)

US, UB, WH

  Your Lucene questions (hopefully) answered Grant Ingersoll  

   demoLucidFind Erik Hatcher  

   demo (GWT)SolrBrowser Uri Boness  

  Make your own robot with Apache Droids T. Scherler PT, KW

Related events

ApacheCon Europe 2009
Meetups at the ApacheCon

http://www.eu.apachecon.com/
https://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=cDFlMTdSV3dKT1lkYUlVa2lWUFdkQXc6MA
#
http://www.lucidimagination.com
http://www.onehippo.com
#
https://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=cDFlMTdSV3dKT1lkYUlVa2lWUFdkQXc6MA
http://www.thetaphi.de/share/Schindler-TrieRange.ppt
http://www.lucidimagination.com/search
#
http://www.eu.apachecon.com/c/aceu2009/
http://wiki.apache.org/apachecon/ApacheMeetupsEu09
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